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HISTORICAL SIGNIFICANCE:

The Saranac Lake area became popular at the end of the nineteenth century as a spa for tuberculous treatment and the many
lakes in the area became popular for extended wilderness canoe trips.
From Middle Saranac Lake, the Saranac River follows a narrow, twisting, and now shallow channel through marsh to the Upper
Lock. This lock is more isolated than the Lower Lock and is hand operated. An operator is present during the summer hours and
lives on the site. The lock was rebuilt in 1993. It is of concrete construction with hand operated, steel miter gates with balance
beams. Water flow is controlled by hand operated gate valves. The lock is twelve feet wide, about forty five feet long and has a
two foot lift. At the time of our visit, water levels were low, leaving about two feet of water over the floor and lower sill. To navigate
into the chamber from the lower level, it was necessary to stop the outboard and tilt raise the propeller out of the water. With the
lock at the lower level, the water in the chamber was only knee deep. Numerous propeller marks could be seen on the sill and the
concrete lock floor. Below, a narrow twisting river channel leads to Lower Saranac Lake.
After crossing half of Lower Saranac Lake, the river channel leads to the right into First Pond. The channel then crosses under
Route 3 and passes a boating access with parking before reaching Second Pond. At the lower end of Second Pond, a narrow
twisting rocky channel to the Lower Lock.
PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION:

This lock and its accompanying dam maintain the level of the river and Second Pond. The lock was originally built at the end of
the nineteenth century and was modernized in 1988. It now is of concrete construction with steel miter gates at each end operated
hydraulically. The lock is twelve feet wide, sixty feet long and has a six foot lift. In summer, a state lock keeper operates the lock
during normal working hours, but boaters can lock themselves through outside normal hours or in the fall and spring. The lock is
only accessible by water and the lock keeper lives on site.
Below the Lower Lock, more twisting river channel is followed to Oseetah Lake.
Neither of these locks is accessible by land. To visit, you need to boat from Middle Saranac Lake to Flower Lake or reverse. The
village of Saranac Lake is on Flower Lake. Boats can be rented there.
See the attached map.

NAMES & ADDRESSES OF GROUPS CONCERNED WITH CANAL'S PRESERVATION/RESTORATION:

The New York State, Department of Environmental Management office in Ray Brook, NY maintains and staffs the locks.
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